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Abstract: A new model predictive control (MPC) algorithm is used to select optimal air conditioning
setpoints for a commercial office building, considering variable electricity prices, weather, occupancy
and lighting. This algorithm, Cost-Comfort Particle Swarm Optimization (CCPSO), is the first to
combine a realistic, smooth representation of occupants’ willingness to pay for thermal comfort with
a bottom-up, non-linear model of the building and air conditioning system under control. We find
that using a quadratic preference function for temperature can yield solutions that are both more
comfortable and lower-cost than previous work that used a “brick wall” preference function with no
preference for further cooling within an allowed temperature band and infinite aversion to going
outside the allowed band. Using historical pricing data for a summer month in Chicago, CCPSO
provided a 3% reduction in costs vs. a “brick-wall” MPC approach with similar comfort and 13%
reduction in costs vs. a standard night setback strategy. CCPSO also reduced peak-hours demand by
3% vs. the “brick-wall” strategy and 15% vs. standard night-setback. At the same time, the CCPSO
strategy increased off-peak energy consumption by 15% vs. the “brick-wall” strategy. This may be
valuable for power systems integrating large amounts of renewable power, which can otherwise
become uneconomic due to saturation of demand during off-peak hours.
Keywords: HVAC model predictive control, demand response, EnergyPlus, particle swarm
optimization (PSO), renewable energy, smart grids
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1. Introduction
In recent years, networked computation has become nearly ubiquitous, and power systems have
begun relying more heavily on renewable power and market-based settling of supply and demand.
These trends create both a need and an opportunity for dynamic pricing and demand response to help
balance the power system. In a smart grid environment, price-responsive customers and devices can
reschedule electricity loads from the times when electricity supply is scarce and production costs are
high to times when supply is abundant and costs are low, thereby reducing bills and also improving
the supply-demand balance for the power system as a whole [1–10].
Air conditioning systems in buildings provide a rich opportunity for demand response. Buildings
account for 40% of all electricity consumed in the United States, with half that figure attributed to
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) [11,12]. There is an extensive literature on adjusting
the timing of air conditioner operation in commercial buildings to reduce demand during high-cost
times and increase it in low-cost times [13–23].
In most cases, price-responsive control algorithms seek to perform this shift while maintaining
temperatures within a narrow band that preserves occupant comfort. This strategy uses the building’s
thermal mass as a form of thermal storage that has the same effect as an electric battery, without
encroaching on the comfort of the occupants [17–23]. Among these algorithms, one of the most
advanced, introduced by Corbin, Henze, and May-Ostendorp [24]. Their algorithm uses the Particle
Swarm Algorithm [25] with a detailed thermal simulation in EnergyPlus [26] to perform model
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predictive control of a commercial office building HVAC system. Although the authors don’t mention
it, Corbin et al.’s algorithm represents a sort of “gold standard” for building control—it is able to directly
optimize HVAC operation throughout the day to minimize costs under time-varying pricing, using
state-of-the-art EnergyPlus building software to directly account for the complex, non-linear behavior
of the coupled building and HVAC system. These factors are important in building energy demand,
and include changing efficiency based on chiller and fan load and indoor/outdoor temperatures and
humidity, switching modes between economizer and non-economizer operation, inefficient ranges
due to reheat, and possible inability to reach setpoints under difficult conditions.
However, there is one significant shortcoming in the algorithms discussed above—they use “brick
wall” representation of people’s preferences for comfort, assuming the occupants are indifferent within
a narrow range around an ideal temperature, but will not tolerate temperatures outside this range.
This is equivalent to using a square well to represent user preferences, with infinite willingness to pay
to move into the allowed band from outside, and zero willingness to pay to move closer to the ideal
temperature once temperatures are within the allowed band. This produces solutions that generally
peg the temperature at the lower edge of the allowed band during pre-cooling times, and the upper
edge of the allowed band during expensive times. This likely does not match true occupant preferences,
and foregoes opportunities to make occupants more comfortable when prices are low, and also to
sacrifice some comfort for greater savings (moving slightly outside the standard comfort band) when
prices are high.
A few previous studies have used more realistic functions to represent customer preferences
[27–33]. These add a component to the cost calculation representing users’ willingness to pay to move
back to the ideal temperature. This component takes a few shapes: linear in absolute deviation from
ideal (a triangular well)[29,32], or may have a “bathtub” shape (curved bottom with plateaus on either
side)[28,30] or a quadratic curve with a minimum at the ideal temperature [27,33]. Unlike Corbin et al.
[24] and the other brick-wall algorithms, these techniques are able to choose settings that increase user
comfort when low costs justify it, or relax temperature settings further when customers would prefer
that due to high cooling costs. This has the potential to produce solutions that give a better balance of
cost vs. comfort, depending on each customer’s preferences. They could also potentially provide more
flexiblity to the power system, since they will give deeper demand reductions in times of scarcity and
greater increases in times of abundance. However, all of the algorithms reported in this paragraph use
simplified linear or quadratic models of the building’s response to setpoints during their optimization,
so they cannot model the complex, nonlinear behavior of the building. Consequently, although they
can closely follow user preferences, they cannot optimize operation of the building itself as precisely
as Corbin et al.’s PSO method [24].
In this study, we introduce a new model predictive control algorithm for commercial building
air conditioners—cost-comfort particle swarm optimization (CCPSO)—that combines the best of
both of these approaches: precise optimization via a detailed, nonlinear building model and a direct
consideration of user preferences for savings vs. comfort. We test CCPSO against the “brick wall”
PSO approach and standard night-setback strategies, and find that it can produce solutions that
are superior in both cost and comfort. This approach also allows customers to choose a wider
range of solutions than previously reported strategies, possibly sacrificing comfort to get lower
costs than the established approaches, or vice versa. We also explicitly treat this as a multi-objective
problem—building operators seek to minimize both cost and discomfort—and show the Pareto frontier
of cost-comfort combinations that are available to customers with different preferences for cooling vs.
cost-savings (also see [29]). Finally, we investigate for the first time the effect that a control strategy
closely tuned to user preferences and building behavior could have on power demand during peak
and off-peak hours. We find that incorporating more realistic user preferences could improve the
system’s ability to help balance time-varying supply and demand, an attribute that will be especially
important in future, high-renewable power systems.
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Figure 1. System operation with CCPSO on Wednesday 8/8/2012-Saturday 8/11/2012.
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Figure 2. Pareto frontier for cost and comfort when optimizing tset over August 2012. Blue points show
optima from CCPSO for w values from 0.020 to 0.038. Other points show results from “brick-wall”
algorithm with hard temperature boundaries and night setback strategy with fixed temperatures
during occupied hours. CCPSO finds solutions that simultaneously reduce both discomfort and cost
relative to other methods.

2. Results and Discussion
As discussed in section 3, CCPSO uses a penalty factor w to indicate preferences for cooling
vs. cost-reductions. CCPSO applies this penalty, denoted in units of $/(°F)2 /person/hour, to the
discomfort index each hour, in units of (°F)2 /person/hour, and adds the resulting penalty to the
objective function (cost function) that it seeks to minimize when choosing setpoints for each day
(tset,d,h ). The discomfort index is calculated based on the difference between the current temperature
in each building zone and the ideal temperature for occupant comfort (tideal ). Consequently, higher
values of w drive the algorithm toward more comfortable solutions (closer to tideal ), and lower values
drive it toward less expensive solutions.
Fig. 1 shows four days of behavior for the Chicago office building model in which we tested
CCPSO, for two different penalty factors w. CCPSO consistently takes advantage of low electricity
prices to pre-chill the building early in the morning. Then temperatures are allowed to coast (using high
tset,d,h ) until occupants arrive at 8 am. During occupied hours, the controller maintains temperatures
close to tideal . When CCPSO is used with a low penalty factor (w = 0.020), it chooses higher
temperatures in the afternoon compared to CCPSO with a higher penalty factor (w = 0.038). This
allows energy consumption to be reduced during the afternoon or during the pre-chilling period, or
both. This effect is stronger on days with high power prices (Wed-Thu).
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Table 1. Cost of electricity and discomfort for customers with a range of discomfort penalty factors w,
during August 2012.
Penalty factor w

0.020

0.030

0.038

Electricity cost ($)
Night-setback 72.5°
Night-setback 75°
Brick-wall w/o term
Brick-wall w/ term
CCPSO

11,502
10,040
9,642
9,624
9,554

11,502
10,040
9,642
9,624
9,766

11,502
10,040
9,642
9,624
9,891

Discomfort cost ($)
Night-setback 72.5°
Night-setback 75°
Brick-wall w/o term
Brick-wall w/ term
CCPSO

118
682
619
629
655

174
1,003
911
925
698

222
1,283
1,166
1,184
718

Total cost ($)
Night setback 72.5°
Night setback 75°
Brick-wall w/o term
Brick-wall w/ term
CCPSO

11,620
10,722
10,261
10,253
10,209

11,675
11,042
10,553
10,549
10,464

11,724
11,323
10,808
10,808
10,609

Fig. 2 plots electricity expenditure and discomfort for values of the penalty factor w between 0.020
and 0.038 when using the CCPSO algorithm. Building managers can select any location along this
Pareto frontier, trading off higher costs vs. higher comfort. The night-setback strategy with tbase =75°F
is far from the optimal frontier, at (10,500, 32,000); all the CCPSO points shown in this figure have
better comfort and cost than this strategy. Using tideal (72.5°F) produces an outcome with much higher
electricity costs but also greater comfort (we would expect CCPSO to converge to this point as the
penalty factor w is raised arbitrarily, but we didn’t investigate this due to limited computing time).
The red marker in Fig. 2 shows the performance of the brick-wall strategy with a termination
period like CCPSO (see section 3.1). This falls slightly above the frontier found with the CCPSO
algorithm. Solutions along the shaded section of the CCPSO line dominate that found via the brick-wall
strategy, producing both lower cost and lower discomfort. Solutions further to the right produce
greater comfort than the brick-wall strategy, but at a higher cost; solutions to the left have lower
comfort and lower cost. Although not shown here, we found that using a termination period with the
brick-wall strategy had a negligible effect in this case study, shifting the solution slightly toward lower
comfort and lower cost. The termination period might have greater importance if the planning period
were shortened, so that effects from the first, binding day of the planning period continue to be felt
during the termination period.
Table 1 compares the cost of operating according to the CCPSO algorithm, the brick-wall
algorithms or the night-setback strategies, including both direct electricity costs and the financial
value of discomfort. Results are tabulated for several different penalty factors w, corresponding to
customers with varying preferences for comfort vs. financial savings. The night-setback strategy with
tbase =72.5°F is the most comfortable, but also the most expensive. The related strategy with tbase =75°F
provides financial savings but some extra discomfort. Both the brick-wall and CCPSO algorithms
provide significant savings in electricity cost relative to the night-setback strategies, and the brick-wall
algorithms provide similar comfort to the night-setback strategy with tbase =75°F.
The key difference between CCPSO and the brick-wall strategies is that CCPSO can make
appropriate tradeoffs between cost and comfort, depending on customer preferences. For customers
with the lowest willingness to pay for comfort (w=0.020), CCPSO identifies a strategy with slightly
higher discomfort than the brick-wall strategies, but reduces electricity costs enough to compensate,
resulting in net savings of 0.4%. For customers with stronger comfort preferences, CCPSO chooses
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Table 2. Quantity and timing of electricity used under several control strategies with similar comfort
levels. CCPSO is most effective at reducing loads during system peaks and increasing them off-peak.
Night-setback
Brick-wall CCPSO
75°F
w/term
(w=0.023)
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.

HVAC electrical load (kW)
load during 5% highest-price hours (kW)
load during 5% lowest-price hours (kW)
price for all power used ($/MWh)

154
318
0
$88

164
279
178
$79

166
271
205
$77

setpoints that produce greater comfort than the brick-wall strategies, but also higher electricity costs.
The comfort improvements dominate, and for users with the strongest comfort preferences in Table 1
(w=0.038), CCPSO produces net savings of about 2% relative to the brick-wall strategies.
In addition to improving cost and comfort for the customer, CCPSO is intended to provide a price
response that helps keep the power system balanced. Table 2 compares the size of price response
from several HVAC control strategies that provide similar comfort. All three strategies use a similar
total amount of electricity; however, CCPSO shifts consumption toward lower-price times, resulting
in a lower cost per kWh used. Specifically, during hours with the top 5% highest prices, when the
power supply is most constrained, CCPSO reduces demand by 15% compared to the night-setback
strategy and 3% compared to the brick-wall algorithm. During times when power is most abundant,
when electricity prices are in the bottom 5%, the CCPSO strategy increases demand by 15% relative to
the brick-wall algorithm (the night-setback strategy uses no power during the lowest-priced hours).
Increasing consumption during low-cost times may be especially important for enabling power systems
to use more renewable power, as one of the key factors limiting adoption of wind and solar power is
saturation of demand during sunny, windy and low-load times, which reduces the economic value of
renewable power or even causes it to be discarded unused [34–39].
3. Methods
In this section, we provide give a detailed description of the CCPSO model and inputs. The
complete input data, code and results used for this study are available in the Supplementary
Information.
3.1. Optimization Problem
CCPSO selects temperature setpoints for a building HVAC system with the goal of maximizing
net benefit to the building occupants—the value of comfort minus electricity costs. Setpoints are
selected and evaluated for a sequence of future timesteps, in order to take advantage of opportunities
for pre-cooling the building when electricity price are low and/or “coasting” when prices are high. At
any timestep, the building fabric may be warmer or colder than the long-run average. This thermal
energy—or lack of it—constitutes work deferred or stored by the HVAC system, which could result
in higher or lower costs in later timesteps. It is not possible to directly assign a financial value to the
energy stored in the building fabric, because it depends on electricity prices, occupancy and weather
in later timesteps, as well as the strategy used to respond to those conditions. So CCPSO uses two
methods to assess this value indirectly.
First, although we expect CCPSO to be run once per day or more often, the planning period
extends more than 24 hours into the future. This forces the model to consider—and optimize—how
energy in the building mass at the end of the first day will affect costs on later days.
Second, the planning period is followed by a standardized “termination period,” with
pre-specified setpoints, to assign a financial value to thermal energy in the building fabric at the
end of the planning period. Without these extra days, the algorithm would be biased toward leaving
the building underconditioned at the end of the planning period, since that would reduce costs during
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Nomenclature
Optimization Model
δs
duration of timestep s (hours)
tact,d,s,z (tset ) temperature in zone z during time
step s on day d, if setpoints tset are used
tideal most-preferred temperature for building
occupants (assumed to be 72.5°F)
tset
vector of n temperature setpoints for
HVAC system for all time blocks h ∈ H
on days 1 to np (decision variables)
bd,s,z (tset ) dollar-denominated benefit in zone z
during timestep s of day d if the system
uses setpoints tset
cd,s (tset ) cost of purchasing electricity during
timestep s of day d if the system uses
setpoints tset
D
sequence of future days used for
performance evaluation (1, 2, . . . , np +
nt )
ed,s (tset ) amount of electricity used (kWh)
during timestep s of day d, if using
setpoints tset
H
sequence of time blocks within each
day, for which setpoints are chosen
(00:00-01:00, 01:00-02:00, . . . , 11:00-12:00,
12:00-19:00, 19:00-24:00)
n
number of time steps in planning period
(np ×| H |)
np
length of planning period (days):
number of future days for which
optimal setpoints are chosen (7 for this
work)
nt
length of termination period (days):
additional days used for end-state
evaluation (7 for this work)

od,s,z

building occupancy in zone z during
time step s on day d (# people)
electricity price during timestep s of day
rd,s
d ($/kWh)
S
sequence of time steps within each
day, used for building simulation
(00:00-00:05, 00:05-00:10, . . . , 23:55-24:00)
w
amount the building owner is
willing to pay to avoid discomfort
($/(°F)2 /person/hour)
Z
set of building zones (N, S, E, W, Core)
Particle Swarm Procedure
t p (k) temperature setpoints for particle p
during iteration k
bg (k ) best-performing particle in full
population during iteration k
b p (k ) best-performing version of particle p up
through iteration k
R1 (k), R2 (k) diagonal matrices of random
numbers, uniformly distributed on [0,1],
regenerated each iteration
v p (k ) velocity of particle p during iteration k
a
acceleration constant (set to 1)
c0 (k ) inertial weight during iteration k
c1
cognitive attraction weight (0.7)
c2
social attraction weight (1.2)
k
iteration counter
kmax maximum allowed number of iterations
(200)
p ∈ P particle index
P
set of particles in the swarm {1, . . . , 45}
vmax , vmin upper and lower bounds on inertia
(0.4, 0.9)

the planning period with no apparent negative impact on later days. The termination period also
returns the building model to a standard state before evaluating other setpoints.
Previous work [24] has included the planning period but not the termination period. As will be
discussed below, for our example building we found that cooling decisions on one day have a minimal
effect on the state of the building one week later, so the termination period may not strongly influence
decisions about the first day of operation. However, the termination period is also needed as part of
the thermal modeling process (discussed further below), and performing cost and comfort assesment
during this period may increase accuracy somewhat.
In concrete terms, the problem to be solved each day by CCPSO is given by

max

tset ∈Rn

∑

∑

bd,s,z (tset ) − cd,s (tset )
d,s,z∈
d,s∈ D ×S
D ×S× Z

(1)

To solve this problem, optimal setpoints tset must be found for the planning period, timeblocks
H on days 1 to np . The function bd,s,z (tset ) represents the benefit of the thermal comfort in the
corresponding time and location if the system uses setpoints tset , i.e., the amount the building owner
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would be willing to pay for this amount of cooling. The function cd,s (tset ) represents the cost of
purchasing electricity to run the HVAC system with these setpoints. Below, we discuss the computation
of these functions in more detail.
In order to reduce the dimensionality of tset and achieve faster solutions, problem (1) includes two
simplifications. The time blocks h ∈ H are hourly from midnight to noon, then one block for 12:00-19:00
and one more for 19:00-24:00. This provides high resolution during pre-cooling and high-occupancy
periods and a sparser representation during coasting and low-occupancy periods. In addition, rather
than choosing different temperature setpoints for each zone, we choose a single setpoint for each
time block and apply it to all zones. This representation reduces the problem size while still allowing
detailed modeling of pre-chilling strategies. This creates a | H | · np = 98 dimensional tset similar to [24].
3.1.1. Economic demand for cooling
We are not aware of any literature describing building managers’ demand for cooling services, so
we introduce a simple, plausible form. First, we make the following assumptions:
1. if cooling were free, managers would cool to the temperature that makes the most occupants
thermally neutral, tideal (assumed to be 72.5°F in this paper);
2. the amount of cooling that would be selected declines as the cost of cooling rises;
3. the relationship expressed in 2 is linear; and
4. the perceived benefit of cooling is proportional to building occupancy, measured in person·hours.
Assumption 1 reflects rational behavior; assumption 2 expresses the economic “law of demand”;
assumptions 3 and 4 are hypothesized for the purpose of this paper. Below, we test a range of
proportionality constants for assumption 3; future work could use field research to estimate both the
form and coefficients for the demand function to improve on assumptions 3 and 4.
With these assumptions, we obtain a demand function for cooling during a given timestep:

p = 2woδ[cideal − c]

(2)

where p is the marginal cost of cooling the building ($/°F), 2 is introduced to help with integration
later, w is a linear proportionality constant ($/(°F)2 /person·hour), c is the amount of cooling applied
(°F), cideal is the amount of cooling needed to reach tideal , o is the building occupancy (# people) and δ
is the duration of the timestep (hours). The standard interpretation of this demand function is that p
is the amount that the manager would be willing to pay for one more unit of cooling, when already
obtaining c units of cooling. So the total value that the manager places on c units of cooling can be
calculated by integrating the demand function:

b(c) =

Z c
0

p( x )dx =

Z c
0

2woδ · (cideal − x )dx

= 2woδ · (2ccideal − c2 )
= −woδ · (c2ideal − 2ccideal + c2 ) + woδc2ideal

(3)

= woδc2ideal − woδ · (cideal − c)2
= woδc2ideal − woδ · [(t0 − tideal ) − (t0 − tact )]2
= woδc2ideal − woδ · (tact − tideal )2
Here, we have used c = t0 − tact , where t0 is the building temperature with no cooling and tact is
the actual temperature. For optimization purposes, we may ignore woδc2ideal , the benefit of cooling to
tideal , which is constant. This leaves a discomfort index that can be included in the optimization:
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oδ · (tact − tideal )2

(4)

With this discomfort index and a change of sign, (1) becomes

min

tset ∈Rn

∑

cd,s (tset )
d,s∈ D ×S

−w ∑ od,s,z δs · (tact,d,s,z (tset )) − tideal )2

(5)

d,s,z∈ D ×S× Z

Note that (5) can be interpreted as a multi-objective optimization problem minimizing discomfort
and cost, where w is a weight or penalty charge used to reconcile the two objectives. By varying the
value of w it is possible to choose an operating strategy anywhere on the Pareto frontier for these two
objectives—trading off between minimum cost and minimum discomfort. The algorithm described
here allows users to choose any point along this frontier.
3.1.2. Electricity cost
If forecasts of future electricity prices, building occupancy and weather conditions are available,
then the cost of electricity can be calculated as cd,s (tset ) = rd,s ed,s (tset ), where rd,s is the electricity price
during timestep s of day d, and ed,s (tset ) is the amount of electricity used by the HVAC system during
that timestep, in response to the setpoints tset . This gives the objective function:

min

tset ∈Rn

∑ rd,s ed,s (tset ) − w ∑ od,s,z δs · (tact,d,s,z (tset )) − tideal )2

d,s∈ D ×S

(6)

d,s,z∈ D ×S× Z

Section 3.2 shows how we choose values of tset to solve this optimization problem, Section 3.3
discusses how we compute ed,s,z and tact,d,s,z from tset and Section 3.4 discusses the specific data we
used for this work. Section 2 presents our results.
3.2. Particle Swarm Optimization
Problem (6) is inherently non-convex. For example, turning off the cooling system and “coasting”
during one time block (by assigning a high value to tset,d,h for that period) may be a locally optimal
strategy, but not globally optimal. Further, the most natural method for calculating cost and comfort
due to the choice of tset —building simulation, as discussed in Section 3.3—does not yield derivatives
for the objective function. Consequently, this problem must be solved via a derivative-free, global
optimization method. For this work, we use particle swarm optimization (PSO) to do this.
As originally described by Kennedy, Eberhart and Shi [25], PSO is a meta-heuristic that
progressively refines a population (swarm) of candidate solutions (particles) per iteration (generation);
it is suited well for global optimization problems. Inspired by flocking movements of fish and birds, it
makes few assumptions about the search space and does not require the problem to be differentiable.
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We use a PSO variant [40] that utilizes a logarithmically-decreasing inertial weight c0 [41] inspired by
findings in [42], alongside the usual cognitive and social attraction weights, c1 and c2 :
v p ( k + 1) = c0 ( k )v p ( k )

(7)

+ c1 R1 (k)[b p (k) − t p (k)]
+ c2 R2 (k)[bg (k) − t p (k)]
t p ( k + 1) =t p ( k ) + v p ( k + 1)

(8)


c0 (k ) =vmax + (vmin − vmax )log10

a+

10k
kmax


(9)

Elements of this equation are described in the Nomenclature table, along with the specific values
used for this work. The vector-valued quantities, t p , v p , b p and bg have one component for each time
block on each day of the planning period.
Positions of all particles are updated once per generation k, calculated by adding fractions
of individual previous velocities, and cognitive and social components. The cognitive component
denotes a particle’s memory of its personal best, b p , against its current position t p . Similarly, the social
component denotes communication of the entire swarm, with comparisons against the swarm’s current
best position, bg (k). Particles are evaluated by calculating the objective function of (6) with tset = t p ,
using EnergyPlus software as discussed in Section 3.3. Using inertia c0 v p , particles maintain some of
their previous trajectory, which is noted to improve exploration properties [43]. Upon completion, tset
is set equal to the best solution in the final iteration k: tset = bg (k)
To accelerate convergence, the search space for tset is bounded between 60°F and 90°F. If a particle
hits the bounds of the search space, it is reflected back into the search space, as if the space was
mirrored over the boundary.
To form the initial population, 44 particles are dispersed in the search space using a uniform,
random distribution. An additional particle is initialized using a heuristic approach given by:



66°F, h = 03:00-04:00 or 07:00-08:00


 66°F, r < 50
d,h
t45,d,h (0) =
,

90°F,
r
d,h ≥ 150



 75°F, otherwise

(10)

where rd,h is the mean value of rd,s for time steps that fall in block h on day d.
Attraction weights are selected to satisfy the following, ensuring stability [44]:
0 < ( c1 + c2 ) < 4

(11)

(c1 + c2 )/2 − 1 < c0 < 1.

(12)

Within these constraints, the coefficients are fine-tuned for faster convergence based on interactive
testing.
Iteration continues until either k = kmax , computation time reaches two hours, or the objective
function improves by less than $15 over the course of 15 successive iterations.
3.3. Simulation Environment
3.3.1. EnergyPlus Software
To use the PSO algorithm discussed in Section 3.2, it is necessary to repeatedly calculate the
functions ed,s,z (t p ) and tact,d,s,z (t p ), which show the electricity usage and temperature if setpoints t p are
used for the building’s HVAC system. To perform these computations, we use EnergyPlus software.
EnergyPlus is a whole-building energy simulation engine that is widely used in academic and industry
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Figure 3. An overview of the optimizer architecture, which utilizes a co-simulation between MATLAB
and EnergyPlus.

research to help design energy-efficient buildings. It can provide highly detailed simulations of the
operation and effects of an HVAC system, incorporating factors such as building shape, materials and
construction, internal and external gains, and the size of HVAC components.
During a simulation, EnergyPlus performs the following steps:
1. Read a data dictionary (provided with the software) which describes classes of components and
their input fields.
2. Read a user-supplied input data file (IDF) which defines simulation parameters, building
structure, component specifications, schedules, and desired outputs.
3. Optionally, read summer and winter design day (DDY) files and use these data to autosize
components (used to adjust a generic building model to a particular climate zone).
4. Read a user-provided EnergyPlus weather (EPW) file which defines TMY3 weather.
5. Conduct a warm-up simulation, where the building is simulated repeatedly using the first day
of weather and a single schedule for equipment settings; the warm-up period ends when the
building model reaches steady state.
6. Simulate days and timesteps needed for study. For our work, this includes the following steps:
(a) Simulate conditioning period (recent history of weather and setpoints)
(b) Simulate planning period (predicted weather, using setpoints t p )
(c) Simulate termination period (standardized conditions and setpoints)
7. Write results to output files.
For our work, the most important step is 6. In particular, steps 6b and 6c are used to calculate the
objective function of our main optimization problem (6) for each particle during each iteration of PSO.
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3.3.2. Accelerated Computation
Repeatedly completing all the steps shown in the previous section would introduce significant
computational overhead, since only steps 6b and 6c are needed to calculate ed,s,z and tact,d,s,z . Here we
discuss several techniques we used to eliminate this overhead and accelerate the computation.
Co-Simulation
EnergyPlus supports a co-simulation environment through a Ptolemy II external interface, which
is usually used to communicate with Building Controls Virtual Test Bed (BCVTB) middleware. The
MLE+ Matlab toolbox uses this interface to provide a co-simulation environment controlled from
Matlab [12]. Our model code, written in Matlab, uses MLE+ to communicate directly with an
EnergyPlus simulation. This architecture is shown in Fig. 3. As noted in Fig. 3, the core of MLE+
handles the BCVTB packet protocol and establishes socket communication between EnergyPlus and a
Matlab worker.
With this architecture, EnergyPlus performs steps 1–5 once, and then our Matlab code begins
communicating with EnergyPlus once it reaches step 6. Then Matlab exchanges data with EnergyPlus
(e.g., temperature setpoints and simulation results) for each timestep, rather than conducting the whole
simulation in a single pass. With this architecture, it is not necessary for EnergyPlus to reread an IDF
in order to incorporate changes to setpoints; formal output files are not required either. Thus, this
approach only requires EnergyPlus to restart and run steps 1–5 when initializing the optimization for
a new date range. This is shown in the outermost loop in Fig. 3, where the IDF template is written.
Use the Same Period for Termination and Conditioning
In order to obtain consistent and accurate results, it is necessary to simulate several days of the
building’s recent history (weather and HVAC setpoints) before each simulation of the planning and
termination periods. This ensures that the state of the virtual building matches the current state of the
real building before the new setpoints are evaluated. Simulating this “conditioning period” requires
the same amount of computation as the planning or termination periods, since each period is one week
long in our model. In principle, repeatedly computing the conditioning period could extend solution
times by 50 percent. However, we reduce this overhead in our work by using the recent history (the
previous 7 days) as the termination period. That is, we use historical weather, setpoints and electricity
prices for the 7 previous days to define both the conditioning and termination periods (steps 6a and
6c). Consequently, immediately after the termination period, the virtual building is in the same state it
would be after the conditioning period, so the co-simulation can return directly to the planning period.
This technique uses the previous week to represent conditions that may prevail between 7 and 14
days in the future. Over the long term, this should be a nearly unbiased estimate. In addition, the
termination period does not require high accuracy since it is only used to avoid bias at the end of the
planning period, which has only a small effect on costs.
Checkpoint and Restore
It would be efficient to complete steps 1–6a once, then save the building’s state, and then restore
the building to this state during each iteration before simulating the planning and termination periods
(steps 6b and 6c). However, EnergyPlus is not able to save the current state of a building and
then resume simulation from that point. Consequently, we experimented with using Distributed
MultiThreaded Checkpointing (DMTCP) software for this purpose [45]. DMTCP is usually used to
take snapshots of long computations in a cluster environment to provide non-native fault tolerance.
DMTCP can checkpoint processes on both sides of a communication socket, but not just one side (like
EnergyPlus). So to use DMTCP, we created a Python-based wrapper for EnergyPlus, which normally
forwards packets transparently between MATLAB and EnergyPlus. This wrapper watches for special
packets from Matlab requesting creation and restarting of checkpoints. At this point, the wrapper script
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closes the Matlab socket, checkpoints or restores itself and EnergyPlus, then opens a new connection
with Matlab. This process usually restores EnergyPlus successfully, but it fails once every few thousand
iterations. Consequently we did not use this technique in the model runs presented in this paper.
Checkpoint-and-restore could nevertheless be a useful solution for similar models with extensive
warm-up periods, especially if users want to use different periods for conditioning and termination.
3.4. Simulation Process
3.4.1. Simulation Parameters
Building Model
We tested our algorithm using the benchmark large Chicago office building included with the
EnergyPlus installation. This building has exterior walls constructed with eight inches of concrete
for the walls and interior floors, possessing a window-to-wall ratio of 38%. The orientation of the
building is south, with an aspect ratio of 1.5. The glazing U-value is 3.24 W/m2 /K; the solar heat gain
coefficient is 0.39. These properties indicate a building with high thermal mass, and follow ASHRAE
90.1-2004.
This particular building is modeled as 12 stories tall. Excluding the basement, each floor possesses
five occupied zones. These zones are 2.74m tall, modeled with the following attributes:
Zones (Z):
Zone volume:
Zone interior mass:
Occupancy (max):
Lighting (max):
Equipment (max):
Infiltration:

(North, South, East, West, Core)
(860, 860, 554, 554, 6949) m3
(626, 626, 404, 404, 5064) m2
1 person/18.58 m2 , ∀z ∈ Z
10.76 W/m2 , ∀z ∈ Z
4.71 W/m2 , ∀z ∈ Z
0.000302 m3 /s/m2 , perimeter only

For all intermediate stories, a single five-zone floor is modeled, with a multiplier factor of 10. In
total, there are 15 zones and 46,320 m2 of conditioned space. Each floor is conditioned using a variable
air volume (VAV) system with two large water-cooled chillers. A night cycle manager operates in 30
minute cycles and uses outdoor air to provide free cooling when appropriate. Primary heating and
reheating coils are disabled, so that the air conditioning system can be set to “coast” by selecting a
high tset,d,h ; in this case, tact floats until thermal equilibrium is reached. The fractional schedule in Fig.
1 shows occupancy relative to max, throughout the building. Lighting and equipment are assumed to
follow the same fractional schedule as occupancy.
Length of Planning and Termination Periods
As discussed in Section 3.3, each iteration of our algorithm concludes by modeling building
performance during a multi-day termination period. This period is used both to evaluate lingering
effects of the setpoints chosen during the plannning period, and also to return the simulated building
to a state that matches the current state of the real building. For both of these purposes, the termination
period must be long enough to return the building to a standard state, which is not affected by any
setpoints that were used before the termination period.
In order to choose the termination period length nt , we conducted a test of the effect of thermal
mass on deep cooling operation. For this test, we define a night-setback strategy as follows:
(
tset,d,h = tocc,d,h (tbase ) ≡

tbase ,
90°F,

od,h,z > 0
od,h,z = 0

(13)
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with
tbase = 75°F

(14)

The test is shown in Fig. 4 (also see [24]). After reaching steady state using the setpoints given
by (13) and (14), an extreme chilling schedule (60°F) is used continuously until the end of Day 7.
Power consumption decreases for several days after the building returns to normal operation; i.e.,
a normal level of comfort is maintained with less power input. By Day 14, the power consumption
and zone temperatures return to within 1% of the steady state values. In this sense, the building
“forgets” the extreme perturbation one week earlier. We conclude that the building’s thermal state will
be determined almost entirely by the weather and setpoints from the most recent 7 days, so we set
nt = 7 days. We also set the planning period np to 7 days, to ensure that this period includes all the
days that could be affected by the binding decisions made for day 1.

Figure 4. In the blue, an extreme schedule of tset,d,h = 60°F for every timestep in the planning horizon
(all d ∈ D and s ∈ S). The default policy is to operate at 75°F for all occupied hours, which has its
steady state power draw in orange.

Discomfort Penalty
As discussed in section 3.1, the w parameter can be set by the user to a suitable value to indicate
their particular preference for low cost vs. high comfort. Each value of this parameter will drive
the algorithm toward a different point on the Pareto frontier of cost vs. comfort. By testing several
different values, it is possible to plot part of this frontier.
We are not aware of any literature on building managers’ willingness to pay for comfort for
building occupants, so we anchor our range by estimating the implicit value of w for a user who adopts
the default strategy shown by (13) and (14). First, we assume that the user considers tbase = 75°F
to represent an optimal tradeoff between cost and comfort, among all strategies like (13). If (6) is
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constrained to use the night-setback strategy given by (13), then at an optimal tbase we have (treating
functions of tset as functions of tbase ):
d
E[celec (tbase ) + wq(tbase )] = 0, so
dtbase
dE[celec (tbase )]
dE[q(tbase )]
+w
= 0, and
dtbase
dtbase
dE[celec (tbase )]/dtbase
w=−
dE[q(tbase )]/dtbase
∆t E[c (t
)]/∆tbase
∆t E[c (t
)]
≈ − base elec base
= − base elec base
∆tbase E[q(tbase )]/∆tbase
∆tbase E[q(tbase )]
"
#
∑d∈ D ∑s∈S ∑z∈Z rd,s ed,s,z (tbase + δt )
− ∑d∈ D ∑s∈S ∑z∈Z rd,s ed,s,z (tbase − δt )
#
≈− "
∑d∈ D ∑s∈S ∑z∈Z qd,s,z (tbase + δt )
− ∑d∈ D ∑s∈S ∑z∈Z qd,s,z (tbase − δt )

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

(19)

In equation (18) we approximate the derivatives by finite difference quotients for a small change
in tbase . Then equation (19) estimates the change in the electricity-cost and discomfort functions in
response to slightly higher and lower values of tbase . We evaluated (19) by simulating the entire study
period (August 1–31), using tbase = 75°F and δt = 0.5°F. (We assumed tbase = 75°F prior to August 1.)
This produced an estimate of w ≈ 0.026. This suggests a penalty on the order of $0.01 for each (person
· hour ·∆◦ F2 ) from tideal , similar to [46]. We then identified several different preferences in a nearby
range for further study:






0.020,
0.023,



 0.025, 0.028, 

$
(20)
W≡
2


0.030,
0.033,
person
·
hour
·
°F





 0.035, 0.038 

3.4.2. Evaluation Process
We simulated use of our algorithm on a rolling basis over the period of August 1–31, 2012.
At the start of each simulated day, we retrieved power prices and weather for a 7-day planning
period beginning on that day. We used historical weather data for Chicago from NOAA [47] and
locational marginal power prices from the PJM Interconnection for corresponding days in 2007 (Fig.
5). Prices from 2007 were used to match [24], to which we compare our results. We also retrieved
historical conditions for use in the conditioning and termination periods. For the historical period
prior to August 1, 2012, we assume the building was operated with the night-setback policy given by
(13) and (14). For this test, we assumed perfect foresight of weather and prices.
We then used the PSO algorithm discussed in Section 3.2 to choose optimal setpoints tset for
the coming planning period. Finally, we recorded the weather, setpoints, costs and discomfort from
the first day of the planning period for later reference. The recorded values from the first day of
each optimization represent the “actual” operation of the simulated system—they are used as the
historical conditions for the termination/conditioning period, and are reviewed later to evaluate the
performance of the system over the whole study period.
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Figure 5. The hourly price series used for August 2012.

3.4.3. Benchmarks
Brick-Wall Algorithm
Ref. [24] uses an algorithm similar to ours, but uses “brick-wall” constraints on PMV. This
algorithm requires that setpoints fall strictly within the range 71.6°F ≤ tset,d,h ≤ 75°F during occupied
hours, but doesn’t assign any other cost to discomfort. Ref. [24] presents two versions of the brick-wall
algorithm, one with a termination period, and one without. Their algorithm is otherwise identical
to ours, aside from the performance enhancements noted in Section 3.3.2. To create benchmarks
for our algorithm, we used each of the brick-wall algorithms to choose setpoints for August 1–31,
then evaluated the total cost and discomfort that would occur over this period, using the discomfort
equation (4).
Night-Setback Policy
In order to benchmark our algorithm against a simpler strategy, we also evaluated electricity cost
and comfort when using the night-setback strategy given by (13), with two different values for tbase :
75°F (conservative) and 72.5° (comfort-seeking).
3.4.4. Computional Performance
Simulations were computed as separate single-node jobs, one for each value of w. Each
month-long simulation used 15 Matlab workers, communicating with 15 copies of EnergyPlus via
MLE+. The jobs ran on the University of Hawaii’s Cray CS3000; each compute node utilized two
10-core Intel processors and 110GB of RAM on CentOS Linux. On average, a single planned day
required 1.25 hours to compute.
4. Conclusions
This work introduces a new model-predictive control algorithm, CCPSO, which seeks to optimize
air conditioner temperature setpoints throughout the day, responding to time-varying electricity
prices, in order to minimize cost while also maintaining a satisfactory level of comfort. CCPSO differs
from previous work by combining an explicit, continuous model of user preferences for comfort vs.
cost savings with a detailed simulation of building thermal behavior via EnergyPlus software. The
dual-objective (cost and comfort) CCPSO algorithm can be tuned to suit a variety of users, achieving
the best combination of cost and comfort based on each building’s occupants’ preferences.
Compared to a standard night-setback strategy that achieves similar comfort (75°C during the
day, off during the night), CCPSO reduced power costs by 15% during a month of cooling in Chicago.
Compared to previous work using a PSO control algorithm with “brick-wall” constraints (no preference
for further cooling within an allowed temperature band, and infinite aversion to going outside the
allowed band), CCPSO reduced power costs by about 3%. Although these savings are modest, they
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come at no additional cost and may be significant for a large building—$300 per month in this case.
With the CCPSO algorithm, savings can also be increased or decreased—with a corresponding tradeoff
in comfort—depending on users’ comfort preferences.
Of particular interest for high-renewable power systems, we found that CCPSO is more responsive
to dynamic prices than the previous approaches, providing a 3-15% reduction in load during system
peaks and ≥15% increase in load during off-peak times. This response could improve utilization of
efficient baseload plants in current-day power systems, and could help integrate renewable power
in future power systems, where high and low prices may correspond to scarcity and abundance
of renewable power. In this sense, CCPSO offers a “best of both worlds” approach, enabling
building managers to find the best balance of cost and comfort, and at the same time improving
the supply-demand balance in the rest of the power system, reducing costs for all users.
In future work, we plan to study opportunities for improved performance via enhanced building
thermal memory, develop reduced-form models to reduce simulation time, incorporate uncertain
forecasts, consider demand charges, and test the CCPSO algorithm in practice in large buildings.
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